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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:   TEAM JAPAN 
      HIDEKI MATSUYAMA & RYO ISHIKAWA  
23 November 2016  
 

 

MODERATOR:  Good morning, everyone.  We have Team Japan in here with us.  

Representing Japan, Hideki Matsuyama in the center, and to your extreme left, Ryo 

Ishikawa.  He arrives here in Melbourne, Australia, for the ISPS Handa World Cup of Golf off 

of three wins in his last four starts and is ranked sixth in the world.  And Ryo Ishikawa has 

recently won Japan Tour in July.  Thanks for joining us.   

 

Hideki, let's start off with you.  Your first World Cup of Golf here in Melbourne.  How have 

you been feeling and how excited are you for the week ahead?  

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  It was my first time in Melbourne and first World Cup event, so 

tomorrow can't come fast enough. 

 

MODERATOR:  Thank you.  And Ryo, your second time at the World Cup for Team Japan.  

How excited for you to be partnering with Hideki, who's really in top form right now. 

 

RYO ISHIKAWA:  Obviously Hideki is definitely one of the hottest players right now and I 

feel like he's definitely the best right now.  I'm just coming in here trying to do my best and 

be able to compete with him because it's a definitely a great, great opportunity here this 

week.  

 

Q.  This question's for Ryo.  Ryo, can you outline the extent of your injury earlier in 

the year, and have you been surprised as to how well you played since you've come 

back? 

 

RYO ISHIKAWA:  I got hurt in February and I was out about six months, but definitely 

surprised I was able to play well.  Won in Japan and I was able to get top-10 in Malaysia.  

But having Hideki ask me to play in this event definitely gave me some motivation and it can 

definitely help me come back and be right here today. 

 

Q.  Hideki, can I ask you about your practicing habits.  When did you actually get to 

Kingston Heath and your time spent both on the putting green and the practice range, 

you seem to have put in a lot of effort.  Is that indicative of your desire to win here or 

is it just normal? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  I came here last Thursday and I spent a lot of time on the putting 

green because I felt like my putting game was a little off, so I wanted to put in a little more 

time so that's why I was on the putting green more this week. 
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Q.  How many times have you been around the course and what do you think of it? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  I played about two rounds.  I think the course, you have to hit in the 

fairways.  I think if you don't do that, you're going to have some tough second shots going 

into the green.  And obviously when it's going to be this windy, it's going to be even more 

important to get it in the fairways. 

 

Q.  What do you attribute this round of top form, is it just a good time or are you 

playing exceptionally well, are you doing something better than other things, or how 

have you found yourself in such top form? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  I'm not sure myself, but I think at important times my putts have 

been going in, so I think that's been a huge key to my success. 

 

Q.  The Australians obviously are the champs.  Do you see them as your biggest 

competitor this week? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  If that is the case, I hope, that would be great for us. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  Obviously there's a lot of great teams this week, and so hopefully at 

the end we're hoping to be at the top at the end. 

 

Q.  Hideki, it seems that you're on track to become Japan's first major championship 

winner in the years ahead.  What would it mean for you to become the first major 

winner from Japan? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  Obviously Ryo's here with me this week but I think anybody 

winning, a Japanese player winning a major will change the game of golf in Japan, just the 

world of golf in Japan.  So I'm working very hard every day to try to get there and hopefully 

somebody does get there quick. 

 

Q.  Ryo, just on your injury, are you 100 percent fit now? 

 

RYO ISHIKAWA:  Yes, right now, I'm 100 percent and I'm very glad to be here.  I was not 

sure to play this week in July, but now it's getting comfortable and comfortable. 

 

Q.  Ryo and Hideki, Japan has won the World Cup twice, the last being in 2002 with 

Izawa and Maruyama.  Were the guys an inspiration to you both coming up as kids 

playing golf? 

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  When they won, that was the period when we really started getting 

into the game of golf and putting a lot of hours in.  So obviously watching that and seeing 

that, someday maybe I could be at that position and compete at that level.  So they're 
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definitely an inspiration to me. 

 

Q.  Ryo, you were obviously here in 2011 for the Presidents Cup and that was a great 

week and you played very well.  That experience you had, is that something that 

you've been able to bring in preparations with Hideki this week, and just your 

recollections of the crowds, the experiences back then in 2011? 

 

RYO ISHIKAWA:  At the Presidents Cup, it was a match play format and obviously this 

week it will be a stroke play.  This will be the first time for me to compete in a stroke play 

team event.  So I think it's going to be a lot different than the experience that I had in 2011.  

Obviously here in Australia the fans here love golf and they really get into it, so I'm hoping 

that we play well this week and play well in front of the fans in Australia. 

 

Q.  Hideki, there was some footprints in the practice green that you left there, are still 

standing there from last Saturday.  You've been putting some serious time into the 

putting.  You must be really intense on getting this week the way Japan wants it.  

 

HIDEKI MATSUYAMA:  I think those footprints are there because I weigh a lot.  I don't think 

I put in that much time into it, so we'll see. 

 

MODERATOR:  Hideki and Ryo, good luck this week. 
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